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Feedback discussion
Serverless

**Classic Serverless**: The database engine runs within the same process, thread, and address space as the application. There is no message passing or network activity.

**Neo-Serverless**: The database engine runs in a separate namespace from the application, probably on a separate machine, but the database is provided as a turn-key service by the hosting provider, requires no management or administration by the application owners, and is so easy to use that the developers can think of the database as being serverless even if it really does use a server under the covers.

source: [https://www.sqlite.org/serverless.html](https://www.sqlite.org/serverless.html)
SQLite performance compared to other engines?
How are SQLite and Ducked related to cloud-native DB?
Discussion Questions

What are the key advantages and disadvantages of classic- vs. neo-serverless? Is it possible to combine some of these advantages in a new system architecture?

Can these embedded database engines benefit from cloud computing? If so, how?